AGENDA

8:30  Coffee and refreshments
8:40  Welcome and grounding
     Ellen Barger
8:45  Assessment and Accountability Updates
     New SBAC Interim Assessments; ELPAC timeline and update, CA Alternative Assessment; CAST update. Updates on dashboard indicators; Matrix One and ISAAP planning
9:05  State Accountability: Qualifying for Technical Assistance
     The new CA Technical Assistance begins this year and is based on the Dashboards. We'll share the qualifications and process for this first level of support
9:25  EL Roadmap: Policy and Vision for ELs in California
     SBE approved the first new language policy and guidance in nearly 20 years. Exploration and dialogue about the research findings and principles. Sharing evidence of how LEAs have already incorporated tenets of the Roadmap into LCAPs and practice. Discussion and Application of Equity

Break

10:15 Reminders: Important Dates and Deadlines
10:20 Teacher Recognition and Awards
     Steven Keithley
10:30 Cyber Monsters are Real: Securing your District from Threats
     Matt Zuchowicz
     Matt will share a free cyber security program that will help you safeguard your systems, network, and student data and discuss our experience with implementing it.
10:50 Timelines and Updates for Standards, Frameworks and Assessments
     VAPA (Visual and Performing Arts), World Language, Computer Science and Health
11:05 Upcoming Opportunities
11:15 Close

Next meeting: December 1

For notes and information

*Publisher display fees generated by the SBCEO Publishers’ Fair provide funding for the meeting room and refreshments